GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENCE

LOK SABHA
UNSTARRED QUESTION NO. 3404
TO BE ANSWERED ON 05th August, 2022

CSD CANTEEN AND ECHS CLINIC

3404. DR. ARVIND KUMAR SHARMA:

Will the Minister of DEFENCE be pleased to state:

(a) whether in view of considerable number of serving personnel and ex-servicemen in
Lakhan Majra town of Rohtak Parliamentary Constituency, the Government is considering
setting up a CSD canteen and ECHS clinic there;
(b) if so, the details thereof; and
(c) if not, the reasons therefor?

A N S W E R

MINISTER OF STATE (SHRI AJAY BHATT)
IN THE MINISTRY OF DEFENCE

(a) to (c): No, Sir. Setting up of CSD canteen at Lakhan Majra town of Rohtak Parliamentary
Constituency is not recommended as it does not meet the criteria of minimum dependency of
5000 Ex-servicemen, as per policy. Presently, the number of dependency of ESM & Veer
Naris in Lakhan Majra Teshil is approx. 2000. Further, Lakhan Majra town has already three
Ex-servicemen Unit Run Canteens (ESM URCs) within a radius of 50 km.

Similary, setting up of Ex-servicemen Contributory Health Scheme (ECHS)
Polyclinic is not recommended at above place as one ECHS Polyclinic is already functioning
at Rohtak. Also, three other ECHS Polyclinics at Gohana, Meham & Sampla are functioning
in the vicinity of 25-50 Kms from Lakhan Majra, Rohtak District.
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